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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor,

Please see the revised version of our paper.

We are very thankful for the grammar corrections and language suggestions of reviewer 2 and included them in our manuscript.

Minor Essential Revisions of referee 2:
- we changed the term "unspecific" into "unspecified" throughout the manuscript and regrouped table 1.
- To explain the category "unspecified" better, we included an explanation into the first paragraph of the discussion chapter: The category "unspecified" contains a broad variation of minor cases. They range from minor psychological issues or seeking medical advice to causes that where not indexed. These contacts with the medical section where regularly without a strong medical indication. However, it causes considerable workload on the medical personnel.

Other changes that were made in the manuscript:
- changed manuscript title
- included all discretionary revisions from reviewer 2
- changed decimal points to commas in large numbers (e.g. 40,031 participants)
- changed commas to decimal points in tables to show decimals (e.g. 7.2%)
- corrected a minor error in the numbers of table 1
- added a missing country (Sweden) in table 3

We also formatted the paper to the journal style.

We are looking forward to your reply. Please contact us if you have further
remarks regarding our manuscript.
Best regards,
Ib Jammer